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Introduction  

t is a well-known fact that peace and security 

of life is very vital as well as the primary 

condition for progress and development in 

any society across the world. [Arase and 

Iwonforfor,2007]. Any society that is therefore 

threatened by lack of peace and security is 

bound to suffer as resources involved in 

curtailing and managing is enormous.  
The security challenge has become almost 

synonymous with almost all the developing 

nations in the world. Nigeria is not an exception to 

threat which have caused untold hardship on the 

lives and properties of its citizens. The nations had 

faced in the past crisis like Maitasine crisis, and 

Zangon Kataf. since the advent of democracy in 

1999 various crisis such as, Ethnic Militias, Ethno-

religios  crisis, farmer-herder crisis and the recent 

one Boko haram insurgency. The emergence of 

Boko haram has caused serious security 

challenges in Nigeria as it lead to the deaths of 
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ABSTRACT 
The proliferation 

and misuse of 

excessive 

weapons is a 

global menace 

that affected 

and is 

continuously 

affecting 

security 

architecture of 

various 

countries in the 

world. the 

problem is 

complicated by 

the readily 

availability and 

easiness in usage 

without 

difficulty. The 

menace is 

responsible for 

the eruption of 

violence in 

almost all the  
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thousands of innocents Niger ia as 

well as destructions and the loose 

of properties worth billions of naira 

especially in northeastern part of 

Nigeria. The availability of illicit arms 

in the hands of people could be 

attributed to the wanton 

destruction of lives and properties 

in Nigeria. It exacerbated the crisis 

bedeviling our country.  

The role played by the cold war in 

increasing the manufacture and 

production of arms. The rise in arms 

production and its proliferation 

have direct connection with the 

events that evolved during the cold 

war. UN commission of 

Disarmament [1995]. The role 

played by Cold war increasing the 

production of arms was 

reinvigorated by globalization. 

Globalization has provided an 

enabling environment for easy 

accessibility and transportation of 

arms illegally across the borders to 

weaker nations with porous border, 

instability characterized by bad 

governance. [Stemmer,2000].  

 

Methodology  

The study adopted secondary 

sources drawing copiously from 

existing literature on small arms and 

light weapons using internet, 

countries of the world, and 

Nigeria in particular. The present 

security challenges ravaging the 

country in form of kidnapping, 

ethnic conflict, Boko haram, 

insurgency and host of others 

have been attributed to the 

proliferation of arms in the 

country. The in ability of the 

security operatives to 

checkmate the menace has 

exacerbated the security 

problem in the country, thereby 

causing deaths and monumental 

destruction of properties in 

Nigeria. The paper employed the 

use of secondary Data through 

internet, journal in arriving at 

the paper. The paper adopts a 

holistic approach on the part of 

government to seriously take 

sociopolitical economic the use 

of traditional rulers and religious 

leaders as the custodian of 

religion and culture in coming up 

with a far reaching policies and 

programs in addressing the 

challenges. Failure to act 

promptly it will do us no good.  
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journals articles and other works were consulted.  

 

Conceptual Clarification  

Peace  

Peace –scholars have offered various definitions regarding the 

definitions of peace with no universally comprehensive definitions. 

However, peace has been generally defined as the absence of war, fear, 

conflict, anxiety from suffering and violence. [David,20006.] Even 

though, the concept  has   been criticized by many scholars for not being 

adequately address the meaning ,and nature  of peace 

theorist[Ibeanu,2006].The Norwegians peace theorist ,Johan Galtung, in 

his efforts in defining the concept, identified three dimensions of 

violence three dimensions of violence that can help comprehend the 

concept in the followings manners;  

i. Direct violence manifested by physical, emotional and psychological 

violence  

ii. Structural violence which comes in the form of deliberate policies 

and structures that cause human suffering, death and harm, and   

iii. Cultural violence which involves cultural norms and practices that 

creates discrimination, injustice and human suffering[David,2006].  

 

Security  

Security has been defined differently by scholars, for David, [2006], 

defined security as the condition of feeling of safety from harm or 

danger, the defense, preservation of core values and the absence of 

threats to acquire values.  

 

Insecurity  

Insecurity according to Hassan [2005, defined insecurity as a fact of life 

for the poor urban citizens of many countries. He went further to say that 

insecurity might be arisen from the lack of secure housing tenure, which 

means living with the constant fear of being ejected or might be a 

reflection of  high level of personnel insecurity stemming from the police 

harassment, abuse in the hands of bureaucracies or the breakdown of 

public safety in the neighborhood. It is the absence of safety of 
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individual, community, organisations state or country against criminal 

such as terrorist, kidnappers, robbery, thuggery, cultism and religious 

crises.  

 

Small Arms  

Small arms-according to [ECOWAS]convention refers to arms used by 

one person, and which include firearms and other destructive arms of 

devices such as exploding bomb, incendiary bombs or gas bombs, 

grenades rockets launchers, missiles system or land mine, revolvers and 

pistols with automatic loading riffles and light machine gun. Light 

weapons on the other hand are portable arms designed to be used by 

several persons working together in a team, and which include note able: 

heavy machine guns, portable grenade launcher, mobile mounted 

portable anty-tank miss launchers, and mortars with a caliber of less than 

100 millimeters[Ecowas,2006]. Small arms are also considered as any 

means of letality other the sheer use of physical force [Rana,1994]. 

Alimba,[2008]defined small arms proliferations as the propensity at 

which individual can easily get access to arms through illegal channels of 

its excessive availability in a society. The easiness accessibility cheapness 

to buy, simplicity long period for their uses, concealment and their 

lethality, make it a choice for criminas.  

[Alimba,2004].  

 

Link between peace small arms proliferation security and insecurity  

The relationship between peace small arms proliferations security and 

insecurity have been the object of contentions among scholars. While 

peace has been defined as the absence of war, fear, conflict, anxiety 

from suffering and violence (David, 2006). The peace is very vital for the 

survival growth and development of any society. The relevance of peace 

can be understood from the fact that no any meaningful development 

can take place without peace, likewise the protection of lives or people 

in any society cannot be guaranteed without peaceful atmosphere, 

hence the desired impetus for the survival of societies. Security has been 

the cardinal objective of government in any society for the growth and 

development of any society. Security entails the condition of feeling of 
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safety from harm or danger, the defence, protection and preservation of 

core values and the absence of threats to acquire value [David,2006]. 

The importance of security from the above cannot be over- emphasized 

as nothing can be done when lives of citizens are at stake. Therefore, 

government must ensure that protection and defense of her citizens is 

paramount for any development to take place. Security also ensures 

stability in government to make it possible for her policies to be 

implemented.  

While proliferation of small arms will no doubt affect the security of any 

state, thereby preventing government, citizens from carrying out their 

duties as expected in the society. The time and resources that will be 

expended in mitigating or reducing the conflicts induced by proliferation 

of arms is affecting the programs and policies of government. Moreover, 

the destructions caused as a result of consequences are terrible to 

content with especially the increased number of internally Displaced 

People[IDPs].  

Insecurity on the other hand is the opposite of security and is threatening 

the peace and stability in Nigeria and in other countries of the world. 

Scholars have agreed that proliferation of arms is major factor in fueling 

insecurity in Nigeria ranging from kidnapping , Boko haram insurgency, 

farmer-herder conflict and host of others. The proliferation of small arms 

and light weapons SALW poses great challenges for the sustenance of 

peace and stability of any country.  They further assert that availability of 

small arms could have a direct bearing on the escalation and sustenance 

of insecurity. The magnitude of the problem prompted former Secretary 

General of United Nations, Kofi Annan in his report in the year 2000 

millennium report to the United Nations General Assembly brought to 

the assembly the followings:  

“the death toll from SALWs dwarfs that of all weapons system and in 

most years greatly exceeds the toll of atomic bomb that devastated 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In terms of the carnage they cause, small arms, 

indeed could well be described as weapons of mass destructions [WMD]. 

SALWs proliferation are not merely a security issue, it also an issue of 

human right and development. The small arms sustain and exacerbates 

armed conflicts. It endangers peace keeper sand workers.it undermines 
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respect for international humanitarian laws. It threatens legitimate but 

weak government and its benefit terrorists as well as the perpetrators of 

organized crime [Kofi,2010].  

Nigeria currently is enmeshed in security challenges ranging from Boko 

haram, Ethnic militia, Farmer herder crisis and host of others. All these 

could be attributed to the availability of small arms and light weapons. 

The widespread of small arms is contributing to alarming levels of armed 

crime, and militancy [Nte,2011]. The problem is further compounded by 

the increased number of average people engaging in violence as a means 

of defense or protection against criminals.  

According to Nyang, [2007]. SAWs are widely used in domestic and 

gender related crimes, help facilitate violent crimes and thus has 

contributed directly to greater insecurity in Nigeria. For Caleb and 

Okafor, [2015]. Posit that the different forms of security challenges 

bedeviling our country are multifaceted ranging from those of armed 

robbery to kidnapping from ethnoreligious and farmer-herder crisis to 

outright terrorism and insurgencies against the authority of state.  

  

Sources of small arms  

The sources are manifolds ranging from the surplus arms that were 

provided as the result of Cold war between America and Russia.  This had 

made massive flow of weapons into third world and Nigeria was not an 

exception. This illicit arms lost their way into illegal dealer, ethnic military 

group, security entrepreneurs, local smugglers and etc.   

Other sources include stolen arms from the state security services, 
leakages from government armories in which corrupt law enforcement 
and security personnel selling their weapons. According to Musah, 
[2008]. Small  arms found their way into civilian hands from official 
sources due to combination of factors including the breakdown of state 
structures, tax control over national armories and poor service 
conditions for securing personal. Another source  is the increasing 
number of artisans, goldsmith, blacksmith, scattered around the 
country. Also porous border due to lack of sophisticated gadgets 
compound the problem by making the arms available from our 
neighbouring countries. In the view of [Diarra,2005;Yakubu,2005],small 
arms in Nigeria is made possible because the arms are small and easy to 
deal, transport or hide.  
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Implication for Nigerian security  
Nigeria have enmeshed in security challenges that have devastating 
impact on the lives and properties of its citizenry thereby threatening the 
stability of the nation. Proliferation of arms has brought a culture of 
violence within Nigeria and upsurge of   crime activities that is 
threatening peace security and economic development of the country. 
The availability and deployment of these illicit arms in conflict prone 
zones aggravate their intensity and frightening dimension and their 
impact are felt by the victims and the society as a whole. Illegal 
possession of arms can also provoke the temptation of in indulging in 
heinous crime that ravages our country today like army robbery, 
kidnapping, rape, cultism, culpable homicide thereby exerbating the 
security challenges in the country. It is as a result of this that Nyang, 
[2007], opined that proliferation of SALWs contributes to the rate of 
crimes and violence in Nigeria.  
While for Abdullahi, [2015] asserted that the overall effects are 
“breakdown of law and order and undermining the rule of law in all its 
ramifications”.  
The proliferation of small arms have intensified the activities of Boko 
haram, ethnic militia, farmer-herder conflict and host of others to 
unleash devastating harm on citizens. As a result thousands of people 
died, properties worth billions of naira destroyed. The massive deaths 
result In massive displacement, uprooting  millions of children and their 
families from homes and making them susceptible to diseases violence 
military recruitment and sexual assaults. The impact of these conflict on 
vulnerable groups such as women and children is particularly  destructive 
[GIABA,2013]. As a result of these conflict, it produced a large number of 
internally displaced person[IDPs] which Nigeria has to contend with. The 
destruction of properties and communities including deprivation of 
sources of income and deprivation of right to family resulting in 
considerable psychological trauma and creation of large number of 
refugee dependent on humanitarian aid are all direct effects of conflict 
and violence involving SAWs[GIABA,2013]. In addition, it equally 
discourages foreign investment and therefore, damages the prospect of 
economic growth and development. [Dappa and Omale,2016]. While for 
Hutcful, [2000], asserts that most states and region experiencing 
problem with armed violence stem from the excessive and 
destabilization accumulation and transfer of small arms and light 
weapons also have problems of poverty and lack of economic 
development.  
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Conclusion   
There is no doubt that the country is facing serious security challenges of 
great magnitude as witnessed in the frequent conflicts that have 
devastated the nation. Historical antecedent had shown the various 
crisis Nigeria had experienced. However, with the emergence of fourth 
democracy in 1999, conflicts have been reinvigorated, while new ones 
are emerging. Violent conflicts such as farmer-herder crisis, communal 
clashes, ethno-ethnic conflict, electoral violence, and the deadly Boko 
haram insurgency. The culmination of all these have weakened the 
country’s security stability and ushered in some other forms of insecurity 
to the highest order. The consequences of these led to the large 
displacement of people from their home towns to safer places, leading 
to a phenomenon known as [IDPs]. The resultant effects on the 
vulnerable members of the society-children becoming orphaned while 
women becoming widowed as the result of the loss of their bread 
winners. It also led to the recruitment of children to become terrorists, 
while the female’s children especially the adult’s ones becoming 
prostitutes due to poverty thereby increasing the social problems in the 
society.   
The efforts of government in curtailing the situation prove insufficient, 
even though, the government has expended billions of naira in her effort 
to end the crisis, yet the problem persist.  As a result, the government 
lean resources and high cost for the procurement of the sophisticated 
resources have drained the resources that might be used for other 
development. Moreover, the conducive environment that will be vital for 
the investors to invest is not provided, hence backwardness in the drive 
for socio economic development of the country  
 
Recommendations  

i. Government should develop an integral and comprehensive 
frame work that will strengthen institutions in curtailing small 
arms and light weapons in the country.  

ii. The federal government should collaborate with the state 
government in fashioning out modalities on how this menace 
could be curtailed.  

iii. There is need for the involvement of traditional rulers in the 
fight against the menace. The reason being that, traditional 
rulers are closer to the people, hence their involvement will 
make them feel a sense of belonging and thus ginger them up 
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in the task by making them watch full on the happenings in 
their localities.  

iv. Religious leaders in both faiths –Islam and Christianity should 
also be involved in the fight against illicit arms. This will also 
help as during their preaching, should emphasize the stance on 
religion on the importance of human race to live in harmony 
without molestations. Both religions have condemned the 
killing of people without any genuine reasons.  

v. Government should also strengthen the National Commission 
on Control of small arms in the country by funding and 
appointing honest and dedicated people to man the various 
units of the commission.  

vi. Securities personal should be up and doing by conducting 
regular and comprehensive verification exercises to ensure 
that government arms are not being stolen. They should 
equally be provided with sophisticated gadgets to enhance 
their work.  

vii. Community policing should be strengthened and supervised by 
the government. The government will come to the assistance 
of the local vigilante groups by giving them some allowances 
in order to boast their morale by putting their best.  

viii. Local productions of guns should be monitored, regulated 
and supervised so as to curtail the circulation of and 
accessibility to the criminals. ix. Border security should be 
enhanced and provided with sophisticated gadgets that will 
track inflow of arms and ammunitions in the country.  

x. Vigorous media strategic awareness and enlightenment programs 
should be vigorously per sued at the federal and state on the 
danger of illicit arms. In addition, orientation campaigns can 
also be mounted across the country on the danger and effects 
of SALWs in Nigeria.  

 
I think if the above recommendations are taken and given the desire 
approach. It will go a long way in getting rid of our security challenges 
bedeviling our country that is bringing colossal loss of lives and 
properties in Nigeria.  
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